We investigate multitarget search on complex networks and derive an exact expression for the mean random cover time that quantifies the expected time a walker needs to visit multiple targets. Based on this, we recover and extend some interesting results of multitarget search on networks. Specifically, we observe the logarithmic increase of the global mean random cover time with the target number for a broad range of random search processes, including generic random walks, biased random walks, and maximal entropy random walks. We show that the logarithmic growth pattern is a universal feature of multi-target search on networks by using the annealed network approach and the Sherman-Morrison formula. Moreover, we find that for biased random walks, the global mean random cover time can be minimized, and that the corresponding optimal parameter also minimizes the global mean first passage time, pointing towards its robustness. Our findings further confirm that the logarithmic growth pattern is a universal law governing multitarget search in confined media. It has been recognized that random search processes are an important branch of network science. The importance originates from their broad relevance ranging from diseases spreading, animal foraging, to biochemical reactions. Previous studies of random search processes mainly concentrated on the discovery of a single target, while much less is known about the search time of finding more than one target given in advance. In this paper, we investigate multitarget search on complex networks and propose an iterative approach to derive mean random search time analytically. We show that the growth of mean random search time at a global scale seems to follow a logarithmic function of the number of targets. Furthermore, we find evidence that this logarithmic growth pattern is a universal principle governing multi-object search across various random search strategies including generic random walks, biased random walks, and maximal entropy random walks.
It has been recognized that random search processes are an important branch of network science. The importance originates from their broad relevance ranging from diseases spreading, animal foraging, to biochemical reactions. Previous studies of random search processes mainly concentrated on the discovery of a single target, while much less is known about the search time of finding more than one target given in advance. In this paper, we investigate multitarget search on complex networks and propose an iterative approach to derive mean random search time analytically. We show that the growth of mean random search time at a global scale seems to follow a logarithmic function of the number of targets. Furthermore, we find evidence that this logarithmic growth pattern is a universal principle governing multi-object search across various random search strategies including generic random walks, biased random walks, and maximal entropy random walks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Random search processes have attracted increasing investigation over the past decade [1] [2] [3] [4] , due to their broad relevance to various circumstances ranging from diseases and information spreading 5 , animal foraging 6, 7 , to transport in media 8 . So far, most studies of random searches have been limited to single target discovery [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, in the information age, multiple targets usually need to be found simultaneously, a problem which is commonly encountered in the fields of chemistry, biology and social interaction. Examples range from immune-system cells chasing pathogens 9 , robotic task allocation 10 , to animals foraging 6 .
In fact, the trapping problem of multiple targets has already received great attention [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Extensive works have been devoted to evaluating this trapping problem, such as a concentration of static traps on scale-free networks 12 or on recursive networks 14 and even a number of mobile traps on low-dimensional substrates 15 . Going beyond the trapping aspect, another desirable quantity for characterizing multi-object search is the mean random cover time, which quantifies the expected time needed to find several sites specified in advance.
Characterization of this quantity has been a long-standing problem in the realm of random walk theory due to its broad relevance 16, 17 . 21 , which makes an important step in multiple targets search. Interestingly, the first moment of the random cover time seems to imply a logarithmic growth pattern of the search time versus the target number.
Nonetheless, a general framework for mean random cover time that allows one to calculate this analytically on an arbitrary network has not yet been constructed.
In this paper, we study the multi-target search on diverse networks and propose an iterative approach to determine the mean random cover time (MRCT) of complex networks analytically. The quantity MRCT quantifies the expected time required for a searcher to find a number of targets given in advance. Based on this analytical derivation, we find the slow (logarithmic) increase of the global MRCT with the target number, which is much smaller than the linear growth one intuitively expects. Remarkably, we show that this relationship is a universal principle governing multi-object search for various random search processes including generic random walks, biased random walks, and maximal entropy random walks.
Our findings further enrich our understanding of multitarget search in nature.
This remainder of this paper is organized as follow: In Sec. II, we provide an iterative approach to derive the explicit expression of mean random cover time. This approach is applied to generic random walks described in Section III. In Sec IV and Sec V, we analyze multitarget search of a biased random walk strategy and maximal entropy random walk strategy, respectively. Our conclusion is given in Sec. VI.
II. EXPLICIT EXPRESSION FOR MEAN RANDOM COVER TIME
We consider a random walker traveling on a network consisting of N nodes. The connectivity is represented by the adjacency matrix A, whose entries a ij = 1 (or 0) if there is (not) a link from nodes i to j. At each time step, the walker moves from current node i to node j with the transition probability p ij , which constitutes the ij th entry of transition matrix P. Take generic random walks for example, the transition probability is p ij = a ij /k i , where k i = j a ij is the degree of node i. Here, we are interested in how long does it take the walker to reach several target nodes for the first time, known as the MRCT T (m)
i,Ωm -the expected time needed to visit m distinct nodes Ω m = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v m } starting from node i (see Fig. 1 ). In particular, when m = 1, the mean random cover time reduces to the mean first passage time, to which many previous studies have been devoted 1 . To derive the MRCT analytically, we first consider a simple case of two target search and assume that the two targets are placed at nodes v 1 and v 2 . In this situation, if the first step of the walker is to node v 1 (resp. v 2 ), the expected number of steps required is
it is to some other node j, the expected number of steps becomes T j,{v 1 ,v 2 } + 1. Thus, for i = v 1 and v 2 , we have
From Eq. (1), we can express the MRCT T i,{v 1 ,v 2 } in terms of the associated mean first passage time analytically as follows (see Appendix)
Repeatedly, suppose that we have already obtained the MRCT T 
We can rewrite Eq. (3) in matrix form as
where
;ē is the all-ones vector;P is the submatrix of the transition probability matrix P obtained by deleting the set of rows and columns with indexes {v i | v i ∈ Ω m };P v i represents the v th i column of the matrix P without the elements {p v j ,v i | v j ∈ Ω m }. Since the matrix (I −P ) is reversible 22 , we have
Equation (5) i,Ωm directly. Unfortunately, the expression will become rather lengthy and does not seem to be practical in the situation where m is large. Nonetheless, our iterative approach, for the first time, provides an useful way of calculating mean random cover time analytically on an arbitrary network. We now confirm the analytical results by Monte Carlo simulations for generic random walks taking place in the "karate club" network 24 and the "Chesapeake" network 25 . To achieve the numerical results, we compute the time required for a walker to travel from a source node to multiple target nodes given in advance and average over the ensemble of 50,000 independent runs. 
III. THE LOGARITHMIC GROWTH PATTERN OF GENERIC RANDOM WALKS
In practice, one is usually more concerned with how the mean random cover time increases with the target number as it dictates how long one will need to reach a new target. Here, to evaluate search time at a global scale, we introduce the global MRCT T (m) defined by
We investigate the global MRCT T (m) as a function of target number m for two synthetic 
defines the connection probability between nodes i and j, where k represents the average degree of the whole network. In this situation, the transition probability of the generic random walks becomes
where e is a N-dimensional column vector with all entries 1. Utilizing the Sherman-Morrison formula 30 , the inverse of the matrix (I −P ) becomes
Inserting Eq. (8) into Eq. (5) with a few simple algebraic manipulations, we obtain
Substitution into Eq. (6) gives
Thus, we have a recursion relation for the global MRCT for m targets in terms of m − 1 targets. In this situation, since it is easy to verify that T (1) ≈ N, equation (10) can be solved to obtain Using the lower bound ln(m + 1) for estimating the partial sums of the harmonic series m i=1 1/i, we have
where γ represents the growth rate. In particular, when m = 1, we have T (1) ≈ ln(2)γ, which hints at an approximate value of the growth rate γ. Table I ), which is consistent with our theoretical prediction (i.e., T (1) ≈ ln(2)γ). The result of Eq. (12) reveals that the growth of the global MRCT follows a logarithmic pattern for multi-object search in nature. 
IV. GLOBAL MEAN RANDOM COVER TIME OF BIASED RANDOM WALKS
A. The effect of the tuning parameter on global mean random cover time
As a further validation of the logarithmic growth pattern, we address the general case of biased random walks on various networks. Specifically, at each time step, the walker moves from current node i to node j with transition probability p ij = 30 , we theoretically explain why this interesting growth pattern emerges even for biased random walks. In the same manner, we first reinterpret the adjacency matrix A as a weighted fully connected graph A based on the annealed network approach 29 . In this situation, the transition probability P of biased random walks becomes
Sherman-Morrison formula
Repeating similar calculations as we did for the previous random walks, we obtain the identical result given already by Eq. (11) . Moreover, the strong correlation between γ and 
V. THE LOGARITHMIC GROWTH PATTERN OF MAXIMAL ENTROPY RANDOM WALKS
We now study the problem of multi-target search based on the maximal entropy random walk strategy 38 . The maximal entropy random walk is an unique biased diffusion process, where all trajectories of a given length and given endpoints are equiprobable. Such unusual property can lead to the Lifshitz phenomenon 39 and has wide applications in network science, for example, detecting network community 40 . The transition probability p ij of the maximal entropy random walk is
where λ is the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A and µ i is the i th element of the corresponding principal eigenvector µ. Here, we investigate the global MRCT T 38 , the transition probability matrix P of the maximal entropy random walks becomes
which is clearly a special case of biased random walks with α = 1 given in Eq. (13) . Based on the theoretical result of biased random walks, the logarithmic growth pattern consequently establishes for multi-target search when adopting the maximal entropy random walk strategy. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we study random search processes for multi-target search on networks and provide an iterative method to determine the MRCT analytically, which links the gap between mean first passage time and cover time. Interestingly, we observe the emergence of the sublinear growth pattern occurring on multi-target search irrespective of the underlying network structure and random search strategy (i.e., generic random walks, biased random walks and maximal entropy random walks), which explores the generic growth mechanism of search time transiting from one single target (i.e., mean first passage time) to exhaustive searches (i.e., cover time). The sublinear growth mechanism reveals a universal law governing multiple target search. Moreover, our analysis also shows that for biased random walks, Moreover, in the process of deriving the MRCT, we only required that the stochastic motion satisfies the Markov property (i.e., memoryless) regardless of the exact form of the associated transition probability. Therefore, our analysis is applicable to a broad range of stochastic processes such as Lévy walks 41 , intermittent search strategies 21 , and persistent random walks 42 . In fact, our approach inherits and develops the traditional idea of Ref. 22, where it gives a fundamental formula for calculating mean first passage time. Meanwhile, we notice that mean first passage time is not always meaningful 43, 44 , which hints the potential deficiency of using mean random cover time. In this situation, we may need to adopt other , whose non-zero terms are the one for which the number of the line is one of the two elements of the tuple indexing the column. Multiplying both sides of Eq. (A4) by the matrix W with each row being the stationary distribution vector (w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w N ), and using the fact that 
Since the matrix (I − P + W ) has an inverse 22 , we denote Z = (I − P + W ) −1 . In this situation, it is easy to verify that ZC = C and W Z = W . Multiplying both sides of Eq. (A4) by Z and using the evidence (I − P + W )(I − W ) = I − P , we find the relation
From the above equation, we have
Since 
Combining Eq. (A6), Eq. (A9), and Eq. (A10) together, we obtain an explicit expression for
The equation (A11) shows the relation between mean random cover time and the associated mean first passage time for two targets search.
